Awakening
open your eyes, unfurl your heart
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Journal prompts to reAwaken your soul
What was a defining outdoor experience in my life that helped me
to fall in love with the natural world?

How long ago did I last experience that similar, uplifting joy? What
does it take to reawaken that fondness again?

If I haven't had an enlightening nature experience yet, what steps am I
ready to take to spend more time outside, increasing my chances of
rekindling a love for the environment?

Energy boosting exercise
I am a lighthouse.
I am a vessel of light.
Repeat these words as you stand with your arms above your head, connecting heaven
and earth. Palms open, fingers stretched, imagining a column of light emanating from
your heart chakra. Perform this exercise under the sky, beneath a canopy of trees or in
the shower as you feel immense gratitude growing in your heart.

"Thousands of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to find
out that going to the mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity;
and that mountain parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains of
timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life."
- John Muir, Our National Parks; 1903

In this modern, rushing world we often fail to slow down
and become aware of what beauty is within us and all around us.
- Csermely
by the light of the slivered moon
wolves cry out to the unending sky
sending secret messages through the night
as the howling travels swift and unseen across the land
our ears fail to understand
the charm of unspoken words
emotions vibrating through space and time
an endless moment stirring our souls
gently nudging our hearts to awaken
gaze fondly at the unreachable stars
stand in awe beneath an illuminated sky
back arched with voice aimed at the heavens
as I howl with all my might
absorbing that primordial reverberation

we are all one

Journal prompts
What do I feel my ideal ways would be to (re)awaken all my six (five+one) senses to
experience nature in a more meaningful way?

My (f)actual deeds to reconnect my senses with nature are:
seeing it myself, while...
hearing it myself, by...
touching it myself, as...
smelling it myself, in...
tasting it myself, when...
having a transcendental experience...

Journey to reawaken the brain
It's proven that our emotional past can become our future. If and when you have a fearful
thought, you stimulate more fear in the body, so much so that you can even feel it. Alas, if
you aren't careful, this can turn into dis-ease.
On the other hand, if you have a gratitude routine which you practice daily, you'll start to
notice even more reasons to be grateful.
3 ways to experience more gratitude in your life:
write down in a journal what you are grateful for each day
say out loud several things you are grateful for before falling asleep
bless your food with heartfelt intentions before indulging in your meal
Remember to send your thanks out to the trees, wild animals, plants, insects, soil, rocks, water
and, of course, the stars.

make it a daily habit to reawaken your consciousness
by tuning into the energy of gratitude

Nature's Screen

Cut along the inner dotted line, then take your
frame and set your gaze to the sky!
observe constellations,
wish upon a shooting star
and remember what it feels like to look up in
complete childlike awe.
This is best done outside
without the presence of
digital devices.
You can also make your own
Nature's screen out of branches, wood,
an unused embroidery hoop, etc.
Use it for a minimum of 5 minutes
to experience meaningful time in nature.

Journal prompt
10 ways I am going to reawaken my love for nature this month:

I am awakened by the Universe.

Story Starters
We provide the intro, you create the rest, being sure to include gratitude for the Earth!

I open first one eye, then the other. The canopy of trees over my head shimmers in the
morning sunshine. Through the branches I can see that the sky is powder blue, and on my face
I feel a light breeze. A flying raft of ducks quack their way above the forest, when suddenly I
hear a very strange sound right behind me...

After a long, eventful day I tucked myself cozily in bed and fell swiftly into a pleasant,
profound sleep. Was it the first, the second, or even the last dream I had that night - who
knows? Suffice it to say, it was the dream of my life, nights and days considered. I soared
so high, I found myself in deep space surrounded by a warm, nurturing light of my own.
Never before have I felt so happy and fulfilled. Abruptly, something rapped on my window
and I...

I once believed in magic. The forest brought it to me by sun and moonlight as
I wandered barefoot among giant moss-covered trees. Looking up, the branches
were swaying, as if dancing to a beautiful song I could not hear. On the forest
floor there was a party going on...

journal prompts
When I am in nature, am I aware of how huge, expansive and infinite the
Universe is? Explain in detail.

How can I reawaken my curiosity about parts of the world I cannot see,
such as what's under the sea, deep within the soil and everything above
the clouds?

What does it take to help awaken others to see the beauty of nature?

Earth Meditation

Bond with the night sky
I seek to reawaken my soul's connection to the celestial bodies, to consciously weave myself
back into the entanglement of the Universe and experience, once again, this significant unity
with all there is.
I decide to honor my heart's desire under the dark star-strewn sky, before the morning and
after the evening twilight.
Open your heart with gratitude as you whisper these words beneath the stars.

crisp winter morning
hoarfrost drizzles under the shake of a crimson
belly
squished squash flesh seeds and all
hoarded apart by starving artists
song writers
each following its own rite instinct
friendly commingling commensalism
I choose to awaken to such reality
that I helped create
from my heart and caring ingenuity
sharing what I do have
with a world that touches me
one that I could touch in turn although I shouldn't
unlike that other world past the sugarmount
dystopia
wherein alien wealth cohorts
one that I can never have or touch
yet that I can pack an impact with
although for other reasons I shouldn't
dilusional world past the sugarmount
captivating sleepers
I choose to rub my sleepers gently off
and step out in true reality with vigor
conscious present passionate respectful

Earth Gratitude Activity
On one day of this month, or as many days as possible, even every day it is your duty to express ever-growing gratitude for the Earth.
For one minute, or ten, you must make time to:

Smile at the moon
Use this as a sacred time to get outside on a late evening, or early morning walk.
If it's too cloudy, simply smile up at the sky and say Thank You for always being there.
Gratitude makes you feel happier inside. It also extends beyond your physical body,
stretching out into the Universe.
Smile and unfurl your love.

I am slowly
Dreaming
Myself awake
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